FEDERAL TAX CREDIT FOR 2019
ALSO FOR INSTALLS DONE FROM JAN. 1, 2019 - DEC. 31, 2019

Current Eligible Models
NR501-OD-NG/LP
NR662-OD-NG/LP
NR83DV (GQ-2457WS-FFA US) NG/LP
NR98SV (GQ-2857WX-F US) – NG/LP
NR98DV (GQ-2857WX-FFA US) – NG/LP
NRC661-DV-NG/LP
NRC661-OD-NG/LP
NRC711-DV-NG/LP
NRC711-OD-NG/LP
NR98DV (GQ-C2857WS-FF US) NG/LP
NR98OD (GQ-C2857WS US) NG/LP
NR711DV (GQ-C3257WS-US) NG/LP
NC199DV (GQ-2857WZ-FFA US) NG/LP
NC199OD (GQ-2857WZ US) NG/LP
NCC199DV (GQ-C3257WZ-US) NG/LP
NCC199OD (GQ-C3257WZ US) NG/LP
NCC199CDV (GQ-C3259WZ-US) NG/LP
NRC663-FSV (EZTR40)-NG/LP
EZ98 or EZTR50 (GQ-C2859WX-FF US) NG/LP
EZ111 or EZTR75 (GQ-C3259WX-FF US) NG/LP
NRCP1112-DV-NG/LP
NRCP982-DV-NG/LP
CB180-DV-NG/LP
CB199-DV-NG/LP
NRCB180DV (GHQ-C2801WX-FF US) NG/LP
NRCB199DV (GHQ-C3201WX-FF US) NG/LP
NRCP1112-DV-NG/LP
NRCP982-DV-NG/LP
CB180-DV-NG/LP
CB199-DV-NG/LP
NRCB180DV (GHQ-C2801WX-FF US) NG/LP
NRCB199DV (GHQ-C3201WX-FF US) NG/LP
NRCP1112-DV-NG/LP
NRCP982-DV-NG/LP
CB180-DV-NG/LP
CB199-DV-NG/LP

Older Eligible Models
NR66-SV-NG/LP
NR66-OD-NG/LP
NR71-SV-NG/LP
NR71-OD-NG/LP
NR83-DVC-NG/LP
NR98-SV-NG/LP
NR98-DVC-NG/LP
NR98-OD-NG/LP
NR981-SV-NG/LP
NR981-DVC-NG/LP
NR981-OD-NG/LP
NRC83-DV-NG/LP
NRC83-OD-NG/LP
NRC98-DV-NG/LP
NRC98-OD-NG/LP
NRC111-DV-NG/LP
NRC111-OD-NG/LP
NRC1111-DV-NG/LP
NRC1111-OD-NG/LP
NC199-DVC-NG/LP
NC199-OD-NG/LP
NC1991-DVC-NG/LP
NC1991-OD-NG/LP
NCC199-SV-NG/LP
NCC199-DV-NG/LP
NCC1991-DV-NG/LP
NCC1991-OD-NG/LP

Product listed above qualify as “Qualified Energy Property” with respect to a natural gas, or propane water heater that has an Energy Factor of at least 0.82 or a thermal efficiency of at least 90%. The credit maximum is $300.

TAX CREDIT STEPS
1 INSTALL A QUALIFYING NORITZ TANKLESS WATER HEATER BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 2019 TO DECEMBER 31, 2019.
2 FOR TAX PURPOSES, SAVE YOUR RECEIPT AND THIS DOCUMENT. USE IRS FORM 5695 TO CLAIM WITH 2019 TAXES.